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Mon Bank Holiday 
UK

Quiet day overall, Hurricane was the Senior involved with some long ES position on cash open, did got out and lost before ES went up after 
European cash close

Tues OPEC One senior”Philosopher” lost on ES cash open when looking for break of New ATH, Hurricane lost on Bund when he was long on bad US 
ISM manuf but it was against the overall bearish trend of treasuries.
Juniors were not much involved.

Wed Outperforming 
day

Most of the action was done on Hawkish FED minutes with all Seniors taking short position on ZF and GC and ES. On the Junior side, 
Dragon and Nevergivesup that have improved last year on CB have overperformed others showing the skills has become unconscious and 
a core skill.

Thur A losing day overall, seems like after a night event on previous, most traders seems to have a difficult day, showing that it is very important 
to keep routine to avoid having previous day influence.

Fri NFP NFP day, with no action in the morning, everyone focus was on NFP which came in lower than expectations, "Hurricane" lost on ZF with long 
position trading possible reversal of overall bearish trend but did not happen and stick probably too long into his position.

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week One 03/01/2022 to 07/01/2022



 Technical VS Fundamentals

Mon Only Hurricane involved

Tues Hurricane was the only one to take the break up of 77.15 on CL but no major profit on CL despite OPEC meeting which did as expected : ie : increase prod 
from Feb +400bpd

Wed All traders present did profit from Hawkish FED, some technical traders we not present on that day.(Thinker and Engineer).

Thur Technicals traders did struggle after previous day market volatility to found some key levels and did underperformed

Fri On NFP: Never gives up" took short position on GC as it failed to go up despite a weak number, and short the break of key support at 1785 and took some 
profit, he was still disappointed by his size as he which to double clip. But I pointed out that he took profit quickly which was the best thing to do when GC 
could not continue sell off

Week One 03/01/2022 to 07/01/2022



Mon Very quiet day, no major outline performance. 

Tues Powell hearing at the senate. Dovish. Seniors were able to take full advantage of that move.
Juniors did ok although they underperformed the seniors 

Wed CPI Both senior and Junior did well on the back of Cpi. The biggest chunk of profit comes from Bund.

Thur Tough day, Seniors were able to protect the profit made the day before. Juniors however finished down. The biggest loser was taken in Es.

Fri Retails sales A losing day overall for both Seniors and Juniors. Main hit has been taken follow the retails sales release, in particular in Gold and Bund.

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week Two 10/01/2022 to 14/01/2022



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week Two 10/01/2022 to 14/01/2022 

Mon No major outline performance for Fundamental traders while Technical did finish down. 

Tues Fundamental trader did better than technical thanks to the move we saw during Powell speech.

Wed Technical traders overperformed Fundamental traders by holding Es and bund for longer after cpi base on the 
technical picture. 

Thur Fundamental traders took a hit following De Guindos comment: (The economy's getting used to C-19; Q4 
economic activity slowed a bit; perhaps inflation won’t be as transitory as f/c only a few months ago; for 2023 & 
2024 inflation will be below target) while the technical traders were able to finish small up.

Fri No major outline performance.
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14/01/2022
12.30pm

Es
(momentum play)



Mon Holiday  Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Tues Stocks ,bonds and ,dollar correlated for move down whilst commodities remained stable. Main equity moves done in morning causing gap 
and tricky trade in US session. 

Wed Lots of attempts at break of ledge in Gold that coincided with poor value area high. EU equities fully reversed yesterday whilst US remained 
weak as bull steepening occurs and dollar pulled back. Limited news driven movement. 

Thur Money mainly lost into the close - rare for people to stay for but volatility suggests its worth it. 

Fri More news focused day with Lagarde, Mann and US Russia meeting - Option expiry for equities - losses in FTSE against recent good 
performance, Consistent performance on Stoxx opex and money made in ES on extremely choppy day

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week Three 17/01/2022 to 21/01/2022



 Technical VS Fundamentals

Mon Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Tues Most fundamental struggled apart from few technical senior traders, that were able to do very good in Bund and ES.

Wed Money only made by senior technical traders  on Gold breakout. Fundamental traders struggled, worst performance 
comes from ES and Bund.

Thur Performance generally from technical traders in Bund and Dax and Oil playing small breakout trades. Worst market 
ES by far.

Fri No news provided a great deal of sustainable movement causing losses partly in Gilts and Ruble.

Week Three 17/01/2022 to 21/01/2022
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19/01/2022
13.15-15.15

Gold cash session 
breakout 



Mon Post OPEX After Opex on Friday, Equities closed on the lows and entered the heavy Tech Stock earnings week with Microsoft, Tesla and Apple. Despite experience, Some 
Seniors have struggled to adapt to increase of volatility on ES and might have overtraded. Junior were selective and able to capitalise on GC, 6E and NQ. 

Tues Microsoft Same pattern as the previous day, Seniors were struggling with ES volatility and Juniors lost on GC when GC could not have bullish trend day after breaking the 
key resistance at 1850.

Wed FOMC/Tesla
Outperforming

Good performance from Seniors on FOMC, using their experience to make most profit trading ES when it broke down on more Hawkish Powell, Juniors did 
underperformed as they were focus on US Treasuries and lost when Powell said they have not decided yet, they went long US treasuries and GC and lost

Thur Apple After late night on previous day with FOMC, Seniors were not too involved compare to Juniors that were looking to “get money back” from disappointed FOMC 
which lead at the end to negative performance. Important to not the influence from an event to the next day, important to make sure you keep routine as per 
usual and “reset” your mindset from previous day performance.

Fri Seniors started to make the most of ES volatility after couple of days of adaptation of new context at the start of the week, with also some 
profit made on Bund. Juniors clearly not able to adapt at the same pace as Seniors with VIX above 20. 

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week Four 24/01/2022 to 28/01/2022



 Technical VS Fundamentals

Mon Technical Traders did outperformed when ES broke morning lows and trading at month lows. Fundamentals struggled 
with increase of volatility, no traders were able to take the V shape pattern reversal from 6.00 pm UK.
Earnings season can bring those V shape pattern on equities, increase of volatility but still in a range!To be remember

Tues Same pattern as Monday, sell off from 2.00PM and V shape reversal on ES from 6.00PM, Traders still struggling to 
adapt to change of environment.

Wed No surprise to have Fundamentals outperforming over FOMC, technical traders sill in profit but still need to improve on 
macro events

Thur ES retraced all the FOMC bearish momentum up to 3.00 PM, then went back to overnight lows at 6.00 PM but without 
any break: To be Remember : earnings season daily volatility but still in a range pre APPLE

Fri Technicals overperformed on bund with the morning sell off from 10.00 AM.

Week Four 24/01/2022 to 28/01/2022
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Coach’s Corner summary of the Month : Sporadic opportunity and bouts of 
volatility   

Richard A ‘bitty’ month consisting of bouts of volatility and news driven movement relating to firstly the Fed minutes and OPEC, then CPI mid month, Earnings 
and the Fed to finish the month. All along with an undercurrent of the Russia/Ukraine tension have impacted Natural Gas and Ruble prices in 
particular. 

Performance in ES stands out and highlights traders ability to recognise the shift in volatility and market selection to reflect that. In general bond 
markets in Europe continued their post Christmas drop while Treasuries stabilised, neither provided consistent opportunity apart from occasional 
technical trade, the same could be said for commodities in general with the exception of Natural Gas which has had large directional moves on news 
which have not been exploited 

Whilst fundamental news was a big feature of the month the markets where performance may have been expected (6R, NG, CL, GC) did not figure in 
fact 6R was the worst performing market as the developing story failed to generate a clear turning point and main performance in Gold was 
concentrated toward a couple of the Senior technical traders.

Takeaways:
- Patience has paid off for senior technical traders 
- Recognition of volatility and where the opportunities are led to good market selection in traditional markets (more ES less bonds) but has not 

translated less traditional (nat gas in particular)
- A sense of caution as the new year has started as events proven tough at the end of last year which has led to some missed opportuinties


